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PROGRAM

Emmanuel Chabrier
(1841–1894)
Ballade des gros dindons

George Butterworth
(1885–1916)
Loveliest of Trees
When I Was One and Twenty

Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770–1827)
Der Kuss

Francesco Paolo Tosti
(1846–1916)
Pour un baiser

W.S. Gilbert, Arthur Sullivan
(1836–1911) (1842–1900)
From Princess Ida
Would You Know the Kind of Maid?

Ludwig van Beethoven

Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky
(1840–1893)
Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt. Op. 6, No. 6

Kurt Weill
(1900–1950)
From Lady in the Dark
Tchaikovsky

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Bachelor of Music in Performance.

Edwin Cerna II is a student of Linda Lister.
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